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Transitioning from SSL 1.0 to SSL 2.0

Overview
Any application that uses the Blackfin® services and drivers that are a available in VisualDSP++®  will have to be rewritten to use the Blackfin®
services and drivers that are a available in Cross Core® Embedded Studio (CCES).

Term Meaning

SSL1.0 VisualDSP++ Blackfin services and drivers

SSL 2.0 CCES services and drivers

Porting an application from SSL 1.0 to SSL 2.0 is generally straight forward as outlined in the steps below.

The SSL 1.0 Device, DMA, Interrupt and Deferred-Callback managers do not exist in SSL 2.0. Any code associated with the SSL 1.0
managers will need to be removed from the application.
Calls to the SSL 1.0 Device Manager "Open" and "Close" APIs will need to be replaced with device specific "Open" and "Close" APIs.
Calls to the general SSL 1.0 Device Manager Control API will need to be replaced with device specific control APIs.

Other differences are outlined below followed by an example that illustrates the porting process.

Major Feature Differences.
The table below compares and contrasts features in SSL 1.0 and SSL 2.0

SSL 1.0 Feature SSL 2.0 Feature Comments

Device Manager   There is no central device manager in SSL
2.0.

Deferred Callback Manager   The concept of a deferred callback has been
removed from SSL 2.0

DMA Manager   The DMA manager has been removed from
SSL 2.0

DMA management is not exposed to the user
in SSL 2.0

Interrupt Manager

Secondary Interrupts

   Interrupt Management is not exposed to the
user in SSL 2.0. All interrupt management is
handled by the driver.

 The concept of a primary and secondary
interrupt have been removed.

SSL 1.0 requires users to calculate memory
requirements

 

  Users do not have to calculate memory
requirements in SSL 2.0.

  MISRA Compliant  All SSL 2.0 services and drivers are MISRA
Compliant.

EBIU Service     
In SSL 2.0 the EBIU Service is no longer
supported. Providing a generic API for EBIU
settings is difficult across a wide range of
processors. It was decided that the
responsibility to calculate and apply EBIU
settings will be placed in the user.



Callbacks   Callbacks  In SSL 2.0 callbacks are discouraged.for the
following reasons

Operating at Interrupt Level

The callback is invoked from the
Interrupt Service Routine. Therefore,
the callback is operating at interrupt
level. This gives the application
supervisor mode capability. The
application will have full access to
the machine's MMRs and to the
machine's privileged instructions.

Stack usage issue

The stack usage of a particular
thread is not predictable as the
callbacks can be handled in a
different thread's context while the
buffer transaction is initiated by
another thread. It is hard to
completely avoid usage of other
thread's stack as the interrupts can
occur at any threads context. So the
context save and restore can
happen on any thread. But the stack
usage can be controlled within the
driver if the callbacks are not
allowed to the application space.

Some devices require a callback. For
example, an accelerometer will require that
events be handled via a callback routine. For
these devices a callback is required and the
specification of the callback routine is part of
the SSL 2.0 "Open" API.  In SSL 2.0 a 
Callback Routine may optionally be
specified.

Power Service  Power Service   In SSL 2.0 the power service has been
minimized to allow the application to set
clock frequencies only.

 

Example Comparison: SSM2603 Audio Codec Example
The table below illusrates the differences between the SSL 1.0 SSM2603 driver and the SSL 2.0 SSM2603 driver. Although the code is specific to
the SSM2603 the differences illustrated apply to all controller drivers.

 

SSL 1.0 SSL 2.0 Comments

#include <services/services.h>                  /*
system service includes      */
#include <drivers/adi_dev.h>                     /*
device manager includes      */
#include <drivers/codec/adi_bf52xc1.h>  /*
BF52xC1 driver includes      */
#include <Audio_Loopback.h>                 /*
example program includes     */
#include "adi_ssl_init.h"                            /*
System services init includes*/

 #include 
<drivers/codec/ssm2603/adi_ssm2603.h> 

 In SSL 2.0 each driver is standalone. Only
the include files for the device at hand has to
be included.
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adi_dev_Open( 

   adi_dev_ManagerHandle,                           
/* Dev manager Handle      */
   &ADIBF52xC1EntryPoint,                            
/* Entry point for BF52xC1 driver  */
    0,                                                                
      /* Device number       */
   NULL,                                                          
     / * Client Handle */
   &BF52xC1DriverHandle,                             
/* Location of the BF52xC1 driver handle  */
  ADI_DEV_DIRECTION_BIDIRECTIONAL,/*
Data Direction   */
   adi_dma_ManagerHandle,                        
 /* Handle to DMA Manager */
   DCBManagerHandle,                                  
/* Handle to callback manager */
   BF52xC1Callback))  ;                                  
 /* Callback Function    */

 adi_ssm2603_Open(

      0,            /* Device number  */

      ADI_SSM2603_MEMORY_SIZE,

     &hSSM2603);

     

 With the removal of the Device
manager each "Open" call is now
device specfic.
With the removal of the DMA and
DCB managers the "Open" call is
simplified
SSL 2.0 drivers will require memory,
but the size of the buffer to be
passed is specified and does not
have to be caluclated.
In SSL 2.0 Callbacks are
discouraged. IIf a callback routine is
required a separate API is provided
to enable the callback.

 

adi_dev_Control(BF52xC1DriverHandle, ADI
,_BF52xC1_CMD_SET_SAMPLE_RATE

(void *)&SampleRate)

 

adi_ssm2603_SetSamplingRate(

ADI_SSM2603_HANDLE const hDe
vice, 

ADI_SSM2603_SAMPLING_RATE eADCSa
mplingRate,

ADI_SSM2603_SAMPLING_RATE e
DACSamplingRate, ADI_SSM2603_
MCLK eMCLK 

);

 In SSL 1.0 control and configuartion is
accomplished via the adi_dev_Control API.

IIn SSL 2.0 the "main stream"  control and
configuration options are broken out as
individual APIs.

adi_dev_Read (BF52xC1DriverHandle,
ADI_DEV_1D, (ADI_DEV_BUFFER
*)&In1DBuf0) 

 

adi_ssm2603_GetRxBuffer(ADI_SSM26
03_HANDLE const hDevice, void **

;pBuffer )

  (adi_ssm2603_SubmitRxBuffer ADI_SS
M2603_HANDLE const hDevice, voi

);d *pBuffer, uint32_t BufferSize 

 In SSL 1.0  input is handled via the adi_dev
API._Read 

In SSL 2.0 input is handled via theadi_ssm2
603_GetRxBuffer  adi_ssm2603_SubmitR

APIsxBuffer .

adi_dev_Write(BF52xC1DriverHandle,
ADI_DEV_1D, (ADI_DEV_BUFFER
*)&Out1DBuf0) 

 
 

adi_ssm2603_GetTxBuffer(ADI_SSM2603_
;HANDLE const hDevice, void **pBuffer )

  (adi_ssm2603_SubmitTxBuffer ADI_SSM2
603_HANDLE const hDevice, void *pBuffer, 

);uint32_t BufferSize 

 
 In SSL 1.0  output is handled via the adi_de

API.v_Write 

In SSL 2.0 input is handled via the adi_ssm2
603_GetTxBuffer  adi_ssm2603_SubmitTx

APIsBuffer .



adi_dev_Control(BF52xC1DriverHandle, ADI
, (void_DEV_CMD_SET_DATAFLOW

*)TRUE)) 

  (adi_ssm2603_TxEnable ADI_SSM
2603_HANDLE const hDevice,bool 
bEnable 

);

 

(adi_ssm2603_RxEnable ADI_SSM
2603_HANDLE const hDevice,

bool bEnable 

);

 In SSL 1.0 enabling data flow is handled via
the adi_dev_Control API.

 

In SSL 2.0 enablling data flow is handled via
individual APIs.

 

adi_dev_Close(BF52xC1DriverHandle)     (adi_ssm2603_Close ADI_SSM260
3_HANDLE const hDevice 

);

In SSL 1.0 the Device Manager closed all
devices.

In SSL 2.0 each driver has its own API to
close the device.

static void BF52xC1Callback()

{

}

 

   In SSL 1.0 almost all use cases involved the
user of a callback.

In SSL 2.0 the use of a callback routine is
discouraged.
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